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It is one of the great travesties of the human experience that violence is often perpetrated by those claiming to follow
Jesus, Mohammed, and other spiritual leaders who advocated peace. Therefore, the premise of this novel, a genetic
manipulation that deselects the twin capacities for spiritual belief and fanatical intolerance (aggression) in new
humans, might seem like a wonderful idea. Except that in the process, these designer Humans may be losing their
souls.
In the d-Human world of genetic pre-selection, the wealthy also have the most happiness, good looks, height,
compassion, or whatever characteristic their parents paid for.
Eusebio Franklin, a history teacher in remote Tucker’s Corners who specializes in Native Americana, is forced
to make an impassioned defense for the importance of spiritual belief and the future of the remaining three billion of
“his” race—a definition that includes any non-genetically altered human. In actual human history, Eusebius was a
historian and chronicler of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, where Christ was allegedly buried.
Counsel Naomi Aramovich tells Eusebio that the unaltered “Primals,” “are the global underclass…who could
never come close to affording even the most basic genetic enhancement. For the most part, they’re illiterate, starving,
and diseased.”
As a member of a tech-avoidant, traditional Humanist community, Eusebio would seem to oppose everything
the d-Humans stand for. But should he? What if every d-Human you saw seemed happy, healthy, engaged and
purposeful? What if the d-Humans showed you that the vast majority of your fellow “Primals” lived in dire conditions?
Author Jeremy Lent holds a master’s degree in English literature from Emmanuel College in Cambridge,
England. His first novel flows quickly but smoothly, pulling the reader into Eusebio’s ethical struggles and his
arguments about our direct ancestors’ destruction of cultures, indigenous animals, and entire environments.
While Eusebio grapples with questions about the motives of the lawyers trying his case at the United Nations
hearing and the trustworthiness of the mysterious Yusef, who claims to be a freedom fighter for the unaltered minority,
readers will pause to consider an even larger question: How responsible are we for the actions of our ancestors? For
Eusebio, the ultimate question is: Does humanity deserve another chance?
Requiem of the Human Soul is a gripping read that will keep readers up at night, slurping up the last few
pages like a specialty juice from the future world’s neighborhood Betelbar.
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